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Introduction. In a recent paper [2], E. H. Brown introduced the notion

of a twisted tensor product. Briefly, the definition is as follows.

Let £ be a D.G.A. (differential, graded, augmented) coalgebra, A a

D.G.A. algebra, and M a D.G.A. A -module. The twisted tensor product

£ 0® 717 of £ with M is, except for the differential, the usual tensor product.

The differential on K^,®M is modified using a twisting cochain <p in

Hom(£, A). Now suppose p: E—>X is a fiber space (essentially of the Hure-

wicz type) with fiber £. Then C(X) is a D.G.A. coalgebra, C(QX) a D.G.A.

algebra, and C(£) a D.G.A. C(fiX)-module. Brown's main theorem states

that there is a twisting cochain p in Hom(C(A), C(fiA)) and a chain equiv-

alence p: C(X) t®C(F)-*C(E).

In another recent paper [l], Barratt, Gugenheim, and Moore define the

twisted cartesian product of two simplicial sets (semi-simplicial complexes).

If X and £ are simplicial sets and G is a simplicial group acting on £, the

twisted cartesian product of X and £, XXT F, coincides with the usual car-

tesian product except that the initial face is modified in terms of a twisting

function r: X—>G. It is proved in [l] that any simplicial fiber space p: E—»A

with fiber £ can, for the purposes of algebraic topology, be replaced by a

twisted cartesian product XXTF. (The group G and the twisting function

r: X—*G are shown to exist.)

Considering these two results, one might expect that an analogue of

Brown's theorem could be proved for twisted cartesian products, explicitly

defining the twisting cochain in terms of the twisting function (2). This is in

fact done in Part I of this paper.

In Part II, the explicit form of the twisting cochain is used to investigate

fiber bundles over spheres. The homology and cohomology Wang sequences

are derived and some partial results obtained describing the behavior of the

maps in the cohomology Wang sequence with respect to cup products.
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i1) The results of this paper are taken from the author's Ph.D. thesis submitted to the

Mathematics Department of the University of Chicago in September, 1960.

(2) V. K. A. M. Gugenheim in [3] does prove Brown's theorem for twisted cartesian prod-

ucts without giving an explicit definition of the twisting cochain.
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paper. I would also like to thank V. K. A. M. Gugenheim for suggesting

simplifications that appear in the proof of Theorem 2.4.

Part I

1. Preliminaries. In what follows, A will denote a fixed commutative ring

with a unit. All algebras, coalgebras, tensor products, etc. will be taken over

A unless explicitly stated to the contrary.

Let A be a D.G.A. algebra with product ir: A®A-*A and K a D.G.A.

coalgebra with coproduct A: K-+K®K. A twisting cochain is a cochain

<P= 22<t>i in C*(K; A) such that

4»q E C"(K; A),       <t>0 = 0,       pqKq C ¿«-i,

«-i
epi = 0   and   d<pq = 4>,_id — 22 (—l)kPk W Pq-k,

k=l

where the cup product <piiU<pq^k is the composite

A pk  ®   Pq-k TC
K^K ® K-> A ® A -> A.

Suppose M is a D.G.A. .4-module with product p: A®M-+M. The

twisted tensor product of K and Af with respect to the twisting cochain <f> in

C*(K; A) is the D.G.A. module K*<g> Af defined by

(K9 ® M)q=   22 Ki ® Mh
i+j-i

e(k ® m) = t(k)-e(m),

dt(k ®m) = (dk) ®m+ (-l)"[k ® dm + k ® m C\ <j>],     k E Kq.

The cap product k®mC\(pEK® M is defined to be the value of the composite

¿i® I                        1 ® # ® 1                         1 ® p
K® M->K® K® M->K® A ® M-> K ® M

on k®m.

Let X be a simplicial set ( = semi-simplicial complex) and G a simplicial

group [9]. A twisting function is a map t: X—+G satisfying

r(Xq) E Gq-i,

dor(x) = r(dox)~1-r(dix),

(1.1) d(r(x) = r(di+ix), i > 0,

Sít(x) = r(si+ix), i ^ 0,

r(sox) = identity.

In these equations, d( and s¿ denote the face and degeneracy maps.
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Now, suppose G acts on a simplicial set F. The twisted cartesian product

of X with £ relative to r is the simplicial set XXT F defined by

(X Xr F)q = Xq X Fq,

doix, y) = idox,rix)-d0y),

diix, y) = idiX, d{y), i > 0,

Siix,y) = (siX,Siy), i ^ 0.

A simplicial operator D oí type (p, q), p and q nonnegative integers, is a

collection of maps Z7(A) : Xp—>Xq, one for each simplicial set X, natural with

respect to simplicial maps. The integer q— p is called the degree of D.

Theorem 1.1. Any simplicial operator D of type ip, q) can be written

uniquely as

(1.2) D = sir ■ ■ ■ shdj, ■ ■ ■ dJt

where r — s = q — p, ir>iT-y> • • • >ii, and j,<j,-i< ■ • ■ <ji^p.

Proof. (See [4, p. 59]). Suppose D is a simplicial operator of type ip, q)

and X a simplicial set with xEXp. Let Ap be the simplicial set representing the

standard /»-simplex and kpEAp the nondegenerate /»-simplex. As is well

known, there is a unique simplicial map f:Ap—>X with /(kp)=x. Writing

£(Ap)KP=pKj„ where p = sir ■ ■ ■ Sixdj, ■ ■ ■ div ir> ■ ■ • >*i, j, ■ ■ ■ <jii*p,

and r — s = q — p (any simplex of A1' can be written in this form), we see that

DiX)x = DiX)fiKp) = /£(A>K = f(pKp) = PfÍKp) = px.

Thus we see that, for any simplicial operator D of type (p, q), we have

defined a family of simplicial operators of type ip + k, q + k), k~^0, given by

(1.2). We will refer to this family of simplicial operators as a simplicial oper-

ator of degree q — p and initial dimension p or simply as a simplicial operator.

For any simplicial operator D = SiT • • • s,íd¡t ■ • • d¡l of degree r — s and

initial dimension p, we define a derived simplicial operator D' of degree r — s

and initial dimension p + 1 by

D' — s.'r+i ' ' ' s¿i+i^y.+i ' " " djl+i.

Lemma 1.2. Let D be a simplicial operator. Then d0D' = Ddo. If we assume

D contains no d0, then s0D = D'so and Dr(x) =t(7>'x) for any twisting function r.

The first two statements of the lemma are proved in [4, p. 60]. The third

follows from (1.1).

For any two simplicial sets X and Y, Eilenberg and MacLane [4; 5] de-

fine chain maps(8)/: CiXX Y)-»CiX) ®CiY) and V: CiX)®CiY)->CiXXY)
by the formulas

(3) C(X) denotes the normalized chain complex defined in [4 ].
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v        _■

f(x X y) = 22 d">+lix ® ¿o'y,

V(x ® z) = 22 (-l)sm{ß'")sßx X syz,

where x, y in Xp, z in Yq and the second sum is over all (q, p) shuffles (p, v).

They also define a chain homotopy H: C(XX Y)—>C(XX Y) and prove that

/V = identity and dH+Hd = Vf— identity. The results of the present paper

depend heavily on these facts.

2. The main theorems. In this section, we state the principal results of

the paper.

Theorem 2.1. Let XXT F be a twisted cartesian product with group G. For

each pair of integers (i, re), re 2:1, 1 gig (re— 1)!, there exists a sequence of

simplicial operators

n n n

Do,i, Di,i, • • ■ , /}„_!,,-,

DnUi of degree j and initial dimension n—j— 1, and a mapping e: ZXZ-^Z2 (Z

the integers, Z2 the integers mod 2) such that the functions $„'■ C(X)—*C(G) de-

fined by

<?»(*) =

(•-1)1 .{.     n n 1
22   (—1)        Do,i<r(x)-Di,i<r(dox) ■ ■ ■ Dn-i,ifr(da   x),        q =
¿=i

0, a < re,

xECq(X), a(x) = (r(x))-1, satisfy the following.

(2.1) $nCq(X) CCq-i(G),

»— i
(2.2) doPn(x)   =   22   (~l)k$n-l(dkX),

k=l

(2.3) dk$„(x) = 0, 0 < k < re - 1,

(2.4) dn-l$n(x)  =   22 (—1) ¿^(¿jn-l*) •$•$>.-*(¿0*), M >   1.

TTze swrez ire (2.4) is over k = l to n — l and over all (n — k—l,k — l) shuffles (p, v).

The proof of this theorem will be given in the next section.

Again letting XXT F he a twisted cartesian product with group G, it is

well known that C(X) is a D.G.A. coalgebra, C(G) a D.G.A. algebra, and

C(F) a D.G.A. C(G)-module. Define a cochain 0= J>4 in Hom(C(Z), C(G))

by
4>o = 0,

Pi = fi I CiiAO — ¿o,        «o the identity in Go,

Pq — $q\ Cq(X).
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Clearly pqEC"(K, A),4>tCq(X)(ZCq-x(G), «fr = 0and, using (2.1), • • • , (2.4),
we see that, for q> 1,

dP„ix) = doPQix) + i-iy-H^iP^x)

= 22 (_1) Pq-i(dkx) - 22 (—l)ysßpi(d)+\x)-s,pq-iidXox)
/t=i i=i

+ <pq-iidox) + i-iypq-iidqx)

4-1

= pq-iidx) - 22 (-r !)'(*.• U P«-,)(x),
i=i

where 7 = j+sgn(ju, p). Thus we have proved the following.

Theorem 2.2. Let XXr F be a twisted cartesian product with group G. Then

there is a twisting cochain p= 22*?] ̂ n Hom(C(A), C(G)) with d>i(x) =o~(x) —eo.

Define a map yf: C(X) ¿®C(£)-^C(AXr F) by

P(x ®y) = ilX m)V ± i-lf^^D^x X DZ'o-ix) ■ ■ ■ D^UdVx) ® y

x E Xp,

where V: C(XXG) ®C(£)^C(ArXGX£) is the Eilenberg-MacLane shuffle

map and p.: GXF-^>G.

Theorem 2.3. pd^, = dp.

Theorem 2.4. The map p*: /7(C(A) 0(8)C(£))->í7(C(AXt £)) is an iso-

morphism.

The proofs of these theorems will be given in §§4 and 5.

3. Proof of Theorem 2.1. The operators D"4 and the map e are defined in-

ductively as follows.

T>n,i = identity,

(3-1) Dj,i+k(n-l)\

Dj,iSodk-j, 0|j'<t,

D*,i, j = k,

Dj-i,iSo, k <j é n,

and

<1, 1) - 0,

e(t + kin - 1)!, n + 1) = e(i, n) + k + 1 (mod 2),

iá«á(«-i)!,oá*á»-i;
«(î, n) = 0 otherwise.
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Before proving that the functions <fin have the required properties, we

prove four lemmas.

Lemma 3.1. For any re>0, D*t contains no do.

This lemma follows immediately from (3.1).

Lemma 3.2. For any «> 1,

n+i íD/.idk-i, 0 g ¿ g ¿,
doUj,i+k(n-l)l —    "\      n

k < j g re,

(Dj.idk-.
\      n

lA-i,„

where lgig(re — 1)!, Ogfcgre— 1.

This lemma follows easily from (3.1) and Lemma 1.2.

Lemma 3.3. For each pair of integers (i, re), re>l, 1 gig (re — 1)!, there

exists a unique quadruple (r, s, t, (p, v)), r, s, t integers with lgr<re, lgs

g(r —1)!, and 1 gig (re —r— 1)!, (p, v) a (re — r — 1, r — 1) shuffle such that for

allj, 0gj<re,

r      n—

(3.3) dn-lDj,i=    < n-r
\SyDj-r.t,

[SnDj,,dT-j, 0 g j < r,

r g j < re,

are¿

«(i, re) = e(s, r) + e(í, « — r) 4r sgn(/*, v) + r + re mod 2.

Conversely, for each «> 1 are¿ quadruple (r, s, t, (p, v)) as above, there is a pair

(i, re) such that (3.3) and (3.4) hold.

Proof. The lemma is easily verified for re = 2; suppose it true for re g N,

N>2. Applying dw to (3.1) with n = N, we express dNDN+1 in terms of

dxDN'. Passing to derived operators in (3.3) (again with n = N), we express

dNDN' in terms of Dr' and DN~r'. Supposing k<r and combining, we have

N+l

(3.4) dffDj,i+k(N-i)i =

/      r'     N—r

SiiDj,,dT-j+lSodk-j, 0  g J   <   k,

' rf' jN~r •       L
í/i¿/y,8ttr-y+i, ] — k,

I     r'        .H—r

SuDj-i^dr-j+iSo, k < j < r + 1,
,      N-r'

s„.Dy_r_i,(Jo, r + 1 g j g N.

Using Lemma 1.2, the basic identities relating the face and degeneracy

maps, and (3.1) with n = r, we can rewrite (3.4) as

, . ,        N+l tSpDj,s+k{r-l)idr-rl-i, 0  g J   <  r +   1,
(3.5) dffUj.i+k(N-l)l  —      \    , N-r

I WoVu, r + 1 g j g N.
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Letting s-=s'ß, sf = s'rso, (3.5) takes the form of (3.3).

Now, noting that sgn(p, v) =sgn(p, v), we have

t(i + k(N - 1) !, N + 1) - t(i, N) + k + 1

= t(s, r) + t(t, N-r) + sgn(p, p) + N + k + r + 1

= e(s + k(r- l)l,r+l) + ((t,N-r)

+ sgnfe V) + N + 1 + r + 1,

all equations mod 2. Thus, for k<r, the quadruple (r4-l, s + k(r— 1) !, t, (ß, v))

corresponds to the pair (i + k(N—l)\, N+l) as required in the lemma.

A similar argument shows that, for k ^ r, the quadruple

(r, s,t + (k-r)(N-r-l)\, (fi, v)) corresponds to the pair (i + k(N-l)l, N+l)

where

(p, v) = (pN-r-i + 1, • • • , Pi + I, 0;       vr_i + 1, ■ ■ ■ , Vl + I).

We now prove uniqueness. Suppose the quadruple (r, s, t, (p, v)) cor-

responds to the pair (i+k(N — 1) !, A74-1) as required and suppose k<r. Using

(3.1), we have

N' r      N+l-r

dxDj,iSodk-j = s»Dj,,dr-j    , 0 g j < k

N' r      N+l-r

dNVj.i = s»Dj,,dr-j    , j = k,

N' r      N+l-r

djfDj-i.iSo = SpDj,sdr-j    , k < j < r,

N' N+l-r

dNDj-i,iS0 = srDj-r,t , fájl".

(3.6)

Note that, since dND%{ contains no s0) by the second equation of (3.6) we

conclude that s„ contains no s0.

Write s = p+q(r — 2)!, lgpg(r — 1)!, Ogggr — 1 and suppose q>k. Then,

using (3.1) and (3.6), we have

¡V' r—V N+l—j

(3.7) dtfDk,i = sßDk,p sadq-jdr-j   .

By Lemma 3.1, DTk~P contains no do so D\~p contains no di. Thus, the right

side of (3.7) contains an so which is impossible since the left side does not.

Supposing q<k leads to a similar contradiction so q=k.

Let sß = s'ß and sy = s'¡¡so. Applying Lemma 1.2, we can rewrite (3.6) as

(dN-iDj,i) sodk-j = (s¡¡D]¡pdr-.j-i ) Sadh-j, 0 g j < k,

N    , r—l   N+l— r   ,

(d^-iDj-.i)   = (sïDj,pdr-j-i) , j.«= k,

(3.8) if    , r_i       N+l-r i
(drf-iDj,i) so = (sïDj-i,pdr-j    ) So, k <j < r,

N    i N+l—r i
(dN^iD,,i) so = (siDj-r.t ) so, r g j < N + 1.
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As is easily seen, this implies that

Ír-l   AT-(r-l)
snDj,pdr_i-j   , 0g;<f-l,

tf-(r-l)

íroy-cTi),«, r-láiáTV.

If k^r, a similar result holds. A simple induction argument now shows that

the quadruple corresponding to a pair (i, n) is unique.

To prove that, for each quadruple (r, s, t, iß, v)), of the prescribed type,

there is a pair ii, n) such that Í3.3) holds, we essentially reverse the argument

above. Suppose it true for n^N and let (r, s, /, ip, v)) he a quadruple with

l^r^N, lásá(r-l)!, l£t£(N-r)\, and (ß, v) a (7Y-r, r-1) shuffle.

Suppose OEv and define iß, v) (/t¿v_r— 1, • • • , j*i—1¡ iv-i—1, • • • , *»— 1).

This is clearly a (N — r,r — 2) shuffle. Write s = />+£(r —2)! and, by induction,

choose a pair (i, N) such that (3.3) holds for (r —1, p, t, (ß, v)). Then (3.8)

and therefore (3.6) holds. From this it is easily seen that the pair

ii+kiN— 1)!, A^+l) corresponds to the quadruple (r, s, t, (u, v)). A similar

argument holds for 0£m-

Lemma 3.4. Let £„= {l, 2, • ■ • , (« — 1)!}, n>0. Then, for each pair of

integers im, n), n>2, 0<m<n—l, there is a partition of Pn into pairs (ii, i2)

such that dmD"A = dmDJih, O^j <n, and e(ii, n) = l + €Íi2, n) mod 2.

Proof. The lemma is easily verified for small values of n. Suppose it true

for n^N and consider a pair (w, 7V+1), 0<w<7V.

Case 1. Km<N. By induction, corresponding to the pair im — 1, N),

there is a partition of Pn into pairs (ti, i2) satisfying the conditions of the

lemma. For each of these pairs (»i, ii) and each integer k, 0^k<N, consider

the pairs (ii+Jfe(7V—1)1, i2 + kiN—1)1). These clearly partition Pn+i and,

using (3.1) and (3.2), we see easily that this partition is as required.

Case 2. m=l. Consider a pair ii, 7V+1) and write i=j+riN —2)1

+kiN-l)\, l^j^iN-2)\, 0úr = N-2, O^k^N-l. Then, applying (3.1)
twice, we see that the pairs (J+riN-2)\+kiN-l)\, j+ik-l)iN-2)l

+r(7V—1)!) where 0t%r<k^N—l partition £jv+i as required.

We now complete the proof of Theorem 2.1. The verification of (2.1) is

trivial as are the verifications (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4) when q<n, xECqiX).

For q^n, (2.3) follows directly from Lemma 3.4 and (2.4) from Lemma 3.3;

the details are left to the reader. We prove (2.2).

From Lemma 3.2, we see that

V">     V>      / i(t,n-l)+*+l n-1 r,B_1
dopnix) = 2-,   2-!    (—1) Do,i dtaix) • Di,i dt-itridox)

4=0     ,-1

n—1 .   *   .      _»— 1    /.*+!   \ r,n~1 / jn~1
• • • Dk,i doo-idox)-Dk.i aido   x) • ■ ■ Dn-i,i<rido   x).

Using (1.1) along with the basic identities defining a simplicial set, we have
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dk-j<r(dox) = o-(dadk+ix), 0 g j g k,

<r(dox) = <r(ao  dk+ix), k < j < re,

and

n—1 * n— 1   /j*"*"1   n r»n—*Ij      / j* j*   \1
Dk.i doa(dox) ■ Dk,i ¡r(do   x) — Dk,i [doo-(dox) ■ o-(dodnx)\,

/?*,< <r(aia0^) = /'*,« o-(dodk+ix),

so do$n(x) can be rewritten

n-2 (n-2)| ,(■»_»     „_1 „_1 _1 _2

13 (-1)        S   (-1)   '        Do.iar(dk+ix)-Di,io-(dodk+ix) ■ ■ ■ Dl-2,io-(dl  dk+ix)
k=0 j=l

= E(-i)'í»-i(^).
y-i

4. Proof of Theorem 2.3. Since (1 Xp) and V are chain maps, èp(x®y) can

be written as the sum of three terms,

Pi

(1 X p)V 22 (-l)ydoDPo,i x X r(Do,i x)-d0Di,i <r(x) • • ■ ¿07>p,,- <r(dT x) ® y

+ (I X p)V 22 Z (- Vp'djlftïx X d,Du'<r(x) ■ ■ ■ d/Z&Vd! *x) ® y
(4.1)

+ (1X/«)V
»=i y=i

4- (— l)»V(a; ® dy)

where y = e(i, p4-l)4-p.

Consider, for fixed i, the expression being summed in the first term of

(4.1). That is

(4.2) doDo.i xXr(D0,i x)-doDi,io-(x) ■ • ■ doDp-ia(do   x) ® y.

Write i = m + k(p-l)\, lgmg(p-l)!, Og/fegp-1. It follows easily from

(3.1) and Lemma 3.1 that DPX+t(p-i)i contains an s0 unless k = 0 when

D%X1 = Do,m- Applying Lemma 3.2 with k = 0, (4.2) becomes

(4.3) Do.mdox X r(DP0'.mx) ■ Do,mo-(x) ■ D',mo-(dox) ■ ■ ■ Dp_i,m<r(</T x) ® y.

By Lemma 3.1 and the last part of Lemma 1.2, we see that r(Dpmx) •Dpoma(x)

= Dptmr(x)-Dpimff(x) = l, so (4.3) becomes

DP,md0x X Di,mo-(dax) ■ ■ • DP-i,mo-(dl   d0x) ® y.
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If k>0, r(/7^+t(î,_1)!.v) = 1, so by Lemma 3.2, (4.2) can be rewritten as

V P / P &—1
Do.mdkX X Di,mdk-io-(x) ■ ■ ■ Dk,mdo<rido   x)

V* • */ p A p p—1
■Dk.mo-idox) ■ ■ ■ Dp-i,m<rido   x) ® y.

Using (1.1), we have

Dk,mdoaido   x) -Dk.mO-idox) = Dk,m<ridido   x)

= Dk,m<rido   dkx).

Thus, (4.4) becomes

Do.mdkX X Di,moidkx) • ■ ■ £»j,_i,m(r(¿o   dkx) ® y

and the first term of (4.1) can be rewritten

(p-Dl  p-\ t(i«+i)+    p i

(1 X m)V   22    ¿2(~1) Do,mdkx X Di,ma(dkx) ■ ■ ■ Dp-i,mo-(dTdkx) ® y
m=l      k=0

which, by (3.2), is easily seen to be pidx®y)+i — l)vpidPx®y).

We now turn our attention to the second term of (4.1). By Lemma 3.4,

this term reduces to

(1 X m)V ¿2 i-l)^P+1)dpD^x X dpDP!Ux) ■ ■ ■ D^UdVx) ® y

which, using Lemma 3.3, is equal to

(1 X m)V(1 X r ® 1)(V ® 1) E   E   i-I)"DrojT"x
r=\     <=1

\fr.O) r p_)_i_r r r—1   p+l—r r—1

X Di,saidr      x) ■ ■ • Dr-i,so-ido   dT      x) ® </»p+i_r(<7o   *) ® y,

where y = eis, r)+p + r + \. Now we need the following lemma.

Lemma 4.1. The following diagram is commutative.

dX XC)® C{G) 9 C(F) —Í CiXXGXG)® C(F) --- --Í C(X X G) 9 C{F)

I 1 ® v jv
C(X X G) 9 C(G XF) C(XXGX F)

Jl®M jlXM

C(XXG) 9 C{F)-» C{xXGX F)-——-► C(X Xr F).

Proof. Insert C(XXGXGXF) into the center of the diagram connected
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to the midpoints of the four sides by the obvious maps. The four resulting

diagrams are easily seen to be commutative which proves the lemma.

Now, using Lemma 4.1, (4.5) can be rewritten

(1 X m)V £   E' (-lfD^tt'-'x X D'iMdT^x) ■ • ■ Drr-i,aff(d72dvr+1~rx)
r=l     «=>1

® pV^p+l-rtfo    x)  ® y]

= (-1)" Z) P(drP+l~"x ® pV[pp+i-r(dl+1x) ® y\)
r-1

= (-1)^(1 ® pV)(l ®P® 1)(A ® l)(x ®y) + (-\yp(dpx ® y)

= (-l)»p(x ® yC\p) + (-l)*P(dpx ® y).

Thus, dp(x®y) = p(d^,(x®y)) and the theorem is proved.

5. Proof of Theorem 2.4. Define nitrations

AP=22 Cq(X) t® C(F), p^O, A„i = 0,
5=P

Bp = C(X" Xr F), p^O, B-i = 0,

where Xp is the simplicial subset of X generated by all q simplicies, g g p. As

is easily verified, d,¡,ApEAp, dBpEBp, and pApEBp. Let p': Ap/Ap_i
-^>BP/Bp-i be the map induced by p. The following lemma is not difficult [4,

p. 106].

Lemma 5.1. // p'*: H(Ap/ Ap-i)-*H(Bp/Bp-i) is an isomorphism for all
p^O, then i/'*: H(AP)-^H(BP) is an isomorphism for all pSO.

Since   Hr(C(X)< ®C(F))~Hr(Ap),   p>r   and   Hr(C(XXr F))~Hr(Bp),

p>r, we have

Corollary 5.2. Ifyp* : H*(Ap/Ap-i)-^>H*(Bp/Bp-i) is an isomorphism for
all pèO, then ^*: H*(C(X)* ®C(F))-*H*(C(XXT F)) is an isomorphism.

Now, consider the maps/, V, and H of Eilenberg and MacLane as maps

f:C(XXrF)-*C(X)t® C(F),

V: C(X) ,® C(F) -> C(X Xr F),

H:C(XXrF)-*C(XXrF).

In general, / and V will no longer be chain maps and H will not be a chain

homotopy between V/ and the identity. However, it is easily verified that

these maps do preserve the nitrations defined above so induce maps/', V,

and //' on the quotients Ap/Ap-i and Bp/Bv-i.

Lemma 5.3. The maps f and V are chain maps with f'V = identity and 77'

is a chain homotopy with dH' +H'd = V'f — identity.
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Proof. We notice that, for x®yEAp, xXyEBp,

dpix ® y) = (— l)"x ® dy mod Ap-i

and

p
dix + y) = E i-iydiX X diy mod B^i.

t=0

The first of these equations follows from the fact that dx®y and x®yC\d>

are in Ap-i, the second from the fact that doixXy) =d0xXd0y mod Bp_i.

Thus, the differentials on Ap/Ap-i and Bp/Bp-i are essentially the stand-

ard nontwisted differentials so the properties of/', V, and H' listed in the

lemma follow from the corresponding properties of /, V, and H.

We now show p' has a very simple form not very different from V.

Lemma 5.4. For any n>0, D\x = identity, Dlx = si for 0<j^p, D"it con-

tains a face operator for i>l, and til, n)=n — l mod 2.

This lemma follows by a simple induction from (3.1).

Corollary 5.5. The map p' is given by

P'ix ® y) = E (— 1)       '  snx X JM[soo-(*) • • • s0cr(do   x)]-s,y

where xECPiX), yECqiF), and the sum is over all (q, p) shuffles (ß, v).

Proof. By definition,

p'ix ® y) = E (-1) s*DP,i x X Sn[Di,i aix) ■ ■ • £y, crfdT" x)]-s,y,

where the sum is over i= 1 to p\ and all (g, p) shuffles (ju, v) and 7 = sgn(ju, v)

+ eii, p + l)+p. Since D'f1 contains a face operator for i> 1, all terms in the

sum with i>l will be in £p_i. The form of the remaining terms follows

directly from Lemma 5.4.

Let g: Bp/Bp-i-^Bp/Bp-i be defined by

gisßx X y) = sßx X sLsoaix) ■ ■ • 5oV(do   x)]-y

where sM = s,-f • • • s<„ *r> • • • >*i( * is a nondegenerate element of Xp and

yEFp+T. It is easily seen that g commutes with the face operators and thus

with ô. In fact, g is a chain isomorphism with inverse h: Bp/Bp-i-*Bp/Bp-i

defined by

his^x X y) = s^x X -^[ioT^o   x) • • • s0rix)]-y

where x, y, and s„ are as above.

Now, we observe that gV =p' and thus g*VV =^*. By Lemma 5.3 and
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the fact that g is an isomorphism, we see that V* , g* and therefore p*.  are

isomorphisms. Applying Corollary 5.2 completes the proof of Theorem 2.4.

Part II

6. Fiber bundles over spheres. It is well known that equivalence classes

of fiber bundles over the w-sphere Sn with a connected group G are in a 1-1

correspondence with the elements of LTn_i(G) [10, p. 99]. If p:E—>Sn is a

fiber bundle with group G and fiber £, the corresponding element of II„_i(G)

can be obtained in the following manner.

Let p': £'—>Sn he the principle G-bundle associated with p: E-^S". Let

x0 be a point of Sn and identify />'_1(x0) with G. Passing to singular complexes,

we obtain a simplicial fiber map Sip'): S(£')-»S(Sn). Suppose T: (A", dA")

—>(Sn, xo) is a characteristic map for 5" (i.e. T\ Int. A" is a homomorphism)

and f in 5n(£') by requiring that S(p')T= T and diT = sl~1e, 0<i^n,ethe

0-simplex at the identity of G. Then d0T = a: (An_1, 3An-1)—>(G, e) represents

the element of IIn_i(G) associated with p: £—->Sn.

Let Ä" be the simplicial subset of A" generated by all simplicies x£A",

q <n. (In this paragraph, A" denotes the simplicial set representing the stand-

ard «-simplex.) Define 2" = A"/Ä". 2" has only two nondegenerate simplicies,

b in 2{¡ and <r„ in 2". Now, considering a as an element of 5„_i(G), define a

mapping r: 2n—>S(G) by

t(j0o) = so   e,

TÍ<rn) = a,

.        I Sir-i • • • í<i-ia, ¿i > 0
r(s,-r • • • itler„) —   <   n+r-i

\So      e, ti = 0,

where ir> ■ ■ ■ >ii. It is easily verified that r is a twisting function. Since

G acts on £, 5(G) acts on 5(£) and we can define 2"Xt 5(£).

Theorem 6.1. £Aere ext'si simplicial maps g:Sn-^5(5"), /:SnXT5(£)

—->S(£) inducing isomorphisms on homology and giving a commutative diagram

2» XrSiF)+* SiE)

(6.1) rl |5(/»)

2"—^5(5")

where r(x, y) =x.

The following two lemmas will be needed in the proof of Theorem 6.1.

Proofs can be found in [9, p. 39].
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Lemma 6.2. Let p: E-+B be a principal G-bundle. Then there is an action

p: EXG—►£ mapping fibers into fibers with the property that, restricted to a

fiber, the action reduces to multiplication on the right.

Lemma 6.3. Let p: E—+B be a principal G bundle and suppose G acts effec-

tively on F. Define an equivalence relation ~ in EX F by (xg, y)~(x, gy) and

define p: EXF/~= E—>B by p(x, y) =p(x). Then p: E-+B is the bundle with

fiber F and group G associated with p: E^>B.

Proof of Theorem 6.1. Suppose p: E-^Sn is a principal bundle and

p: E = EXF/~-*Sn the associated bundle with fiber F. Let X: EXF-^TL be

the natural map and define g: 2"-*S(S") and/: S"Xr S(F)-^S(E) by

g(sob) = the singular ç-simplex at x0,

g\S(r  '   '   '  Sii&n) Sir   *   '   '  Sill ,

f(slb X y) = S(\)(sle X y),

f(sir ■ ■ ■ s^o-n X y) = S(\)(sir ■ ■ • SijfXy),

where ir> • • • >¿i and yES(F). The verifications that/and g are simplicial

maps are straightforward with the exception d0/=/do- In this case we have

(S(\)(sir-i ■ • • Jij-if X doy), h = 0,
dof(sir ■ ■ ■ Si,o-n X y) = \

\S(K)(sir-i ■ ■ • sh-ia X d0y), îi > 0,

and

(S(\)(sir-i ■ ■ ■ Si.^iT X doy), ii = 0,
fdo(Sir  ■   ■   ■  Sh<Tn   X   y)   =    < n+r-1

(.S(\)(so      e X sir-i ■ ■ ■ Si,-ia-doy),        %i > 0.

These terms are equal since SÇK) (xg, y) — S(X) (x, gy).

The commutativity of (6.1) is trivial as is the fact that g induces isomor-

phisms on homology. To prove / induces an isomorphism on homology, we

note that/| S(F) is the identity and that/and g induce maps on the standard

spectral sequences of t: S»Xr S(F)->2» and S(p): S(E)^S(Sn). Thus, by

the comparison theorem, since g and /| S(F) induce isomorphisms on hom-

ology, so does/.

To prove the theorem for principal bundles, we define g as above and /

by replacing S(\) by S(u), p: EXG^>E. The remainder of the proof is exactly

as above.

7. The Wang sequences. Applying Theorems 2.4 and 6.1, we know that

the composite

¿7*(C(2») ,<8> C(F)) -4 #,(2» XrS(F)) à H*(E)
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is an isomorphism. The following two lemmas tell us that the twisting co-

chain of C(2")*®C(F) and the map p: C(2n)0 ®C(F)-»C(2»X,S(¿0) have
a very simple form.

Lemma 7.1. The twisting cochain p of C(2")0 ® C(£) has the form

4>nio-„)   =   i-l^a-1,

pq = 0, q t¿ n.

Lemma 7.2. The map p: C(2»)0 <g> C(£)->C(2"Xr 5(£)) has the form

Pib ® c) = slbX c,

Pi<Tn ® c) = E (-ly^^s^n X SpSoa-t-SiC,

where cECp(F) and the sum is over all (p, n) shuffles ip, v).

The proofs of Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2 are almost identical with the proof of

Corollary 5.5, so we omit them here.

Now, using Lemma 7.1 we see that

dtib ® c) = b ® dc,

ó>(<rn ® c) = (— 1)V„ ® dc — b ® aT1 * c,

where

a"1 * c = pVia-1 ® c),        p.GXF^F.

Define maps X: C(£)^C(2»)^ ®C(£), r,: C(2-% ®C(F)-+C(F) by X(x)
= b®x, vib®x+o-n®y) = i — l)ny. As is easily seen, X is a chain monomor-

phism of degree 0, r¡ is a chain epimorphism of degree —», and kernel r\

= image X. Therefore, we have an exact sequence

0 -» CiF) -* C(2») *® C(F) -> CiF) -* 0.

Passing to homology, we have an exact triangle

//*(£)->H*(F)

\ /

H»(C(2») *® CiF)).

Identifying 7f*(C(2'% ®C(£)) with //*(£) under the map/*iA*, we obtain

the homology Wang sequence

-> 77p(7) ̂  Hv+n-iiF) ä //p+n_i(£) X 77p_i(£) -> • • ■

where j* is induced  by j:FQE,  Ç(c)=ii*yp~1f*\c), and 7(c) = (-l)na*c,
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c¿EHn-i(G) is the homology characteristic class of p: E—>S".

Before investigating H*(E), we define a map dual to the product

H*(G)®H*(F)-+H*(F). Consider a in Cq(G), uECp(F) and define af\u in

Cp~q(F) by the formula (al\u)(c) =u(a*c), c in Cp-q(F). As is easily verified,

b(aAu) = ( — l)q(aAbu — da Au). Therefore, if a is a cycle and u a cocycle,

a Au is a cocycle and modifying a by a boundary and u by a coboundary

clearly changes a Au by a coboundary. Thus we have a map Hq(G) ®HP(F)
->Hp-q(F).

Now, consider C*(E). By Theorems 2.4 and 6.1, and the fact that C(2")

is finitely generated, C*(E) is chain equivalent to G*(2")¿ ®C*(F). Let b* in

C°(2n), o-n in C"(2") be generators with b*(b)=an(<rn) = l. Then, from 7.1,

we have

8¿(b* ® u) = b* ® ou - an ® a'1 * u,

84,(0-" ® u) = ( —1)V ® 5«.

Define maps X: C*(2")<, »C*^)-^*^), and rj: C*^)-^*^")« ®C*(/0
by /\(b®u+an®v) =u and ij(w) = ( — 1)non®u. Now, it is easy to see that the

sequence

0 -+ C*(F) -> C*(2") «,® C*(F) -+ C*(F) -» 0

is exact so, just as above, we obtain the cohomology Wang sequence

-> H»(F) ^> //*-»+'(F) -+ //"+'(/•:) ^ ffp+1(7') -» • • •

where/* is induced by/: FEE, y*(u) = ( — l)naAu, and f *(m) =/*" V'*~"1t)*(w).

a the homology characteristic class.

8. Products in the cohomology Wang sequence. As a module, C(2")¿

®C(F) is the ordinary tensor product of C(2") with C(F), both of which are

D.G.A. coalgebras. Therefore, we can define a module map

A: C(2»)* ® C(F) -* C(2-% ® C(F) ® C(2% ® C(F)

by A = (l® 7"®l)(Ai®A2) where Ai and A2 are the coproducts in C(2") and

C(F) respectively (given by c^>f(cXc),f the Eilenberg and MacLane map)

and T(x®y) = ( — l)pqy®x, dim x = p, dim y = q.

Lemma 8.1. C(2")^ ®C(F) is a D.G.A. coalgebra with coproduct A defined

above.

Proof. First observe that, for cECp(F),

A(b ® a"1 * c)

= 22 [b ® «    * ¿i+ic ® b ® doc + (— 1) "     'b ® (fi+'ic ® b ® a    * die)].
1=0
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Now,

(3* ® 1 + w ® d^)A(b ®x + (Tn®y) = (d®l+a® 3)A(i ® x + an ® y)

^—\ r —1       jp~~i i , ni-\-î p—i —1        i    -i

+ 2-,[b®a   *di+iy ® b ® d0y + ( — 1)     b ® d^iy ® b ® a   * doy]
,=o

where d is the usual tensor product differential, and w(x) = ( — l)"x, dim x = p.

As is well known, (d®l+co®ô)A=Ad so

(5* ® 1 + u ® óV) A (i ® x + <Tn ® y) = Ad~ib ® x + o-n® y) - Aib ® or1 * y)

= AóV(6 ® x + o-n ® y).

Theorem 8.2. The map f*p*: C(2"% ®C(£)—>C(£) is a coalgebra map.

Corollary 8.3. The map p*f*: C*(£)^C*(2B)« ®C*(£) is an algebra

map.

The proof of Theorem 8.2 will be given in the next section. The corollary

follows immediately from the definition of cup product.

We now investigate the behavior of the maps in the cohomology Wang

sequence with respect to cup products. The behavior of j* is of course very

nice; it is a ring homomorphism. Almost as well behaved is the map 7* (see

[6, p. 209]).

Theorem 8.4. Consider u in /£(£) and v in //«(£). Then

y*iu U v) = 7*(«) VJ v+ (-1) ("-»"tt W y*iv).

Proof. Let û and v he cocycles representing u and v respectively. Then, for

c in CriF),

iy*)iü\J v))ic) = (-l)«(«U«)(a*c) = (-1)"ju(« ® »)A(a * c)

— (~ l)n ¿2 /*(» ® v)(a* di+ic ® doc + (— l) di+ic ® a*doc)
t-0

= (— l)n E /*(«(« * di+ic) ® íJ(áoc) + (— 1) «(á.+ic) ®5(a * ¿0c)).
i-o

Since uid'i7[c)=0 for ¿?¿/» and vidioc)=0 for i^r — q, this becomes

7*(m)VJü+ (-1)(«-»««Ut*(í).

We now turn our attention to the map(4) f *.

Theorem 8.5. Consider u in /7P(£) ared 1» ¿w //«(£). £fte«

(4) Theorem 8.5 is an analogue of Massey's Lemma 1 of [8].
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t;*(uUj*(v)) -J*(«)U»,

t*(j*(v) U re) = (-l)»«s U f*(re).

Proof. Since the second equation follows from the first by the commutativ-

ity of cup products, we only prove the first. By Corollary 8.3 and the defini-

tion of f*, this is equivalent to proving that rj*(uyjj*(v)) = rj*(u)VJ\¡/*f*(v).

Let Mi in C*(F) be a cocycle representing u and b* ® vi + <rn ® v2 in

C*(2n),¿ ®C*(F) a cocycle representing \p*f*(v). Now, since j* = \*p*f*,

rj*(u\Jj*(v)) is represented by tj*(miWX*(&*®i>i4-<t"®i>2)) which, by the

definitions of ij* and X* is ( — l)n(7n®MiWi>i.

Again by the definition of y*, ij*(u)yjp*f*(v) is represented by fj*(ui)

\J(b*®vi+an®v2) = ( — l)nan®UiKJvi which proves the theorem.

Corollary 8.6. Ç*H(F) is an ideal in which all products are zero.

Proof. That Ç*H(F) is an ideal follows immediately from Theorem 8.5.

To see that all products are zero, consider u, v in H*(F). Then

f*(»)Wi*(«) = r*(«u fs*(v)) = o
since j*f* = 0.

Corollary 8.7. Let sn denote the generator of H"(Sn) and v in H*(E).

Then Ç*j*(v)=p*(sn)\Jv.

Proof. Letting u= 1 in H°(F), we have

t*f(v) -{*(\v?(v)) -j*(i)u».

It is easily seen that f *(1) =p*(sn), proving the corollary.

Before closing this section, we note a consequence of Corollary 8.7. Writ-

ing the cohomology Wang sequence as an exact triangle,

//*(/i)

we see it actually defines an exact couple [7]. Thus we have an associated

spectral sequence with Ei = H*(E), E2 = H(H*(E), d) where d = f*/*. By

Corollary 8.7, Ç*j*(u)=p*(sn)VJu so

Ei = An(p*(s»))/(p*(s»))

where An(p*(sn))={uEH(E) with p*(sn)VJu = 0} and (p*(s"))is the ideal

generated by p*(sn).

9. Proof of Theorem 8.2. Since / is a simplicial map /* is clearly a co-

algebra map. Thus we need only show that the diagram
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A
C(2-% ® CiF) -» CÇB% ® CiF) ® C(2»)# ® C(F)

(9.1) Pi ip®p

C(2» Xr5(F)) ^C(2» XrS(F)) ® C(2» Xr5(£))

is commutative.

Define a map Â: 2n->2"X, 5(G) by Ä(6) = &Xeo, A(cr„) = <r„Xs0 a-1. Using

Lemma 7.2, it is easily verified that p is the composite

C(2»), ® C(£) —-► C(2» XT5(G)) ® C(7) -> C(2» Xr 5(G) X 5(£))

(1 X ju)*
--^C(2» Xr5(F)).

Thus, the commutativity of (9.1) is equivalent to the commutativity of the

following diagram.

A
C(2"% ® CiF)-* C(2")# ® CiF) ® C(2»)# 0 C(F)

Ä* ® 1 | | Ä* ® 1 ® Â* ® 1

C(2» XrS(G)) ® C(F) ->C(2» Xr5(G)) ® C(F) ® C(2» X,5(G)) ® CiF)

(9.2) Vj |V<g>V

C(2- Xr5(G) X 5(F))-»C(2« XT5(G) X SiF)) ® C(2» XT5(G) X 5(F))

(i xràl I (i x m)* ® (i x n)*
C(2" X, 5(F))-► C(2» XT5(F)) ® C(2» XrS(F)).

The maps A in (9.2) denote the appropriate coproducts.

To prove (9.2) commutes, it is clearly sufficient to prove that the three

subdiagrams commute. The commutativity of the middle diagram is well

known. (This is essentially the fact that the chain group of a topological

group is a Hopf algebra.) The bottom diagram commutes because 1 XfJt is a

simplicial map. To prove that the top diagram commutes, note that

doio-nXsoa-1) =s0,-1bXs'0,-1e, so for cECPiF),

A(A* ® 1)(<7„ ® c) = E "n X soa    ® di+\c ® b X e0 ® doc
¿=o

p . .

+ E (-1)"** X e® (fi+lc ® <r„ X io""1 ® die
¡-0

p _.

= ih* ® 1 ® h* ® 1)E (*« ® <wc ® b ® doc
i=0

+ (- l)"'ô ® di+ic ® o-n ® dlc)ih* ® 1 ® h* ® l)A(<r„ ® c).

This completes the proof of Theorem 8.2.
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